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Tired of books that have low quality images or skip steps assuming you know how to fill in the gaps?

Have you ever wondered: â€¢ How difficult is it to draw an object? â€¢ What materials and tools am I

going to need?â€¢ How you must hold your pencil or eraser to do each part of the drawing? â€¢

Where do I start as a beginner in drawing? â€¢ How hard is it for me to add toning and shading? â€¢

Will I be able to draw a beautiful portrait of my beloved ones? This is simply the most

comprehensive, analytical and easy to understand DRAWING guide on the market!!! As a beginner

you are going to need a real manual of how to draw really well. This book is exactly that! A real

blueprint that will guide you through all the steps, necessary to learn how to draw your first full

portrait. We will take you from the hand from square one and guide you through many analytical

steps until you learn how to make complete portraits of your beloved ones on your own. No things to

assume, no steps to jump to finished drawings, no wondering "how he did that". Only thing missing

from this guide is... your imagination! It covers a wide area of information, like: â€¢ Materials Needed

â€¢ Drawing and First Attempts â€¢ The Simplicity of Toning and Shading Stylesâ€¢ The Best Grip

Techniques to Hold a Pencilâ€¢ Crash Course to Draw a Portraitâ€¢ Learn How to Draw from your

Memoryâ€¢ Draw your Favourite Superheroâ€¢ Most Common Mistakes to Avoidâ€¢ A vast number

of high quality illustrations to see EXACTLY how one step leads to an other â€¢ Much, much more!

So are you ready?DRAW AWAY!
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Memory drawing was a good advice. But what I appreciate the most is the advice on portrait

drawing. It's a very informative ebook for those who loves to draw. I bet the author is also an artist

himself because developing this skills from his advice takes years of experience and I'm glad to

learn it ahead of time. Will surely look forward for any art book published under this author.

Itâ€™s a very handy guide for beginners. I learned new hand positions to use while drawing as well

as toning and shading my drawing. Thereâ€™s also a step by step procedures on how to do portrait

drawing, drawing from memory, and dealing with drawing mistakes. It was fun to try the suggestions

given as well. This is something I can share with my son who also likes to draw.

Cool book! I really thought that this book did a good job in helping the reader step by step how to

draw better. The author highlights different hand positions, different ways for toning/shading and

also introduces portrait drawing. For some of the more intermediate-advanced drawers, the author

incorporates memory drawing and also drawing from imagination. I liked how the book had good

instructions and provided examples along the way throughout the different steps. Overall, thought

this was a great drawing book for beginners and can really enhance your drawing skills!

I have no drawing talent or at least that's the way I feel when I see anything that I "draw" but the

truth is that the instructions given by Michael Adams in this book are very thorough. He covers the

basics from the necessary tools that an aspiring artist will need, the various ways to hold your

drawing utensils, the ways to create highlights from different hand positions and how to achieve

toning and shading. The author guides you through the important aspects of creating a portrait. He

even incorporates tasks for more advanced artists such as drawing from imagination and drawing

from memory. I like how he incorporated the helpful illustrations to assist the new artists. The

techniques in this book will really help you to discover any hidden talent that you may have. Even

though my talents improved by any great leaps I enjoyed trying with the help of this book.

Drawing is really my passion and I want to collect as much drawing books as possible to even



nurture my skills and improve it over the time. This book is the reason why I am eager to improve

my talent from time to time because of how precious and useful this book to me is. In this book, I

have learned everything specially with the basics and fundamentals of drawing. Everything I have

and what I am now are all thanks to this book which makes me the product of this useful and

informative book.

Wow, this is the book Iâ€™ve been waiting for! I am really not good at drawing, just doing it

sometimes for fun. But the one thing I just never, ever been able to do right is the NOSE on a face.

It's actually been kind of frustrating. This book is just amazing for beginners like myself who knows

nothing about drawing. All the details and the pictures is just so well explained!

I love drawing because it helps me to relax and release my stress but I am not able to draw some

particular things like faces and hands. This book helped me to learn the fundamentals of drawing

especially the tricks of drawing faces and hands. I also learned some great tips about toning and

shading that allowed me to enhance my drawings.

I especially enjoyed the conclusion - lots of good encouragement to never stop learning! I intend to

reread this volume more than a few more times, and so should anyone who is serious about

learning this craft! Recommended for all beginners!
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